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CHANNELED ASCENSION MESSAGE FROM 

THE HIGH COUNCIL OF ORION 
 
 

Channeled by Holly Hawkins Marwood 
Transcribed by Paul Marwood 
 
 
 

YOU ARE THE INTERSECTION POINT 
 
“Greetings Dear Ones. 
 
 We are the High Council of Orion. 
 
Our message today brings forward to each and every one of you the idea that 
you are the intersection of heaven and earth. Part of this process of Ascension is 
not only about leaving this dimension to exist solely at other dimensions, part of it 
,during this time of transition, is to allow a greater embodiment of “heaven”, of 
universal truth and higher-level energies on to this dimension here. In order to do 
that the conduit for that infusion of heavenly energies happens through you in 
your human experiences. 
 
While many on your planet are looking at wanting to leave this dimension, as if it 
has been a ball and chain (which the experiences have not always been pleasant 
and so they could feel like a ball and chain), you could feel like it's time to get off 
this planet and out of this dimension, yet we would offer up during this many 
year-long dimensional transition, it is the time for you to begin to connect with the 
other dimensional realities and allow those realities to infuse themselves into this 
dimensional plane where you find yourself at this time, where you find your 
conscious awareness that this time. Begin to live your life, experience life, from a 
higher dimensional place at a different vibratory rate, different vibratory realm, 
while you're in this dimension. What you're doing is infusing those of higher 
dimensional energies into this dimensional plane that you find yourself in, 
allowing a widespread level of transformation to happen for the entirety of what 
you would call “humanity” and the planet all at once.  
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You are the intersection point of these planetary, third dimensional energies and 
these higher dimensional energies. Where they meet and coalesce happens at 
the human level, and happens specifically in the heart, but throughout your entire 
chakra system and throughout your energetic bodies. The energy of higher 
dimensional living actually happens as you as a conduit.  
 
It's not about you raising your frequency enough to leave this dimension, but it's 
about staying grounded in this dimension and bringing higher dimensional 
understandings, higher dimensional frequencies, higher dimensional realities, 
information, experiences down into the dimension where you find yourself, which 
uplifts everyone. It's not about leaving. It's about bringing new energies in here.  
 
Can you envision yourself being this conduit, being the intermediary? Can you 
imagine yourself being connected to the planet and grounded to the planet as 
many of you would say where you are connected with the high level energies of 
the planet on which you live. We would suggest that there are far greater, deeper 
ways to connect with the intelligence and the energy within the planet than many 
of you already have. You could explore a deeper connection with the planet and 
nature.  Allow the information that's stored within her body to educate and 
expand your world from what you know it now, especially for those of you who 
live in the big cities. Allow that to expand your energy field, bringing it up into your 
physicality and into your energetic bodies.  
 
At the same time reaching out to the heavens, to the universal mind, to “All That 
Is”, to the I AM presence and allow a greater connection and infusion of those 
energies into your human experience as well. Allow the meeting of those 
planetary and universal energies to happen within your space, your physicality, 
your Soul’s experience to then be broadcast out or sent out into your dimension 
on greater levels through you as a conduit.   
 
What if this intermediate time that we’re speaking about requires you to do that in 
a loving heart centered way? Would you be willing to ground yourself more 
strongly to the intelligence of the planet and allow your connection to All That Is 
to come down into your physicality, allow them to mingle, enrich and expand your 
vibrational reality so that you share that, like a lighthouse does, into the world 
around you through your thoughts, through your beingness, through the words 
you say, the choices you make in your life, that emanates out, that infusion of 
these earth and universal energies, to disseminate out on your planet more easily 
through you as this conduit?  
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This process of Ascension needs you, needs you to say “Yes, I'm willing to do 
that”. For you are in a transitionary period between one dimensional 
consciousness to other ones coming in the future. They don't happen overnight. 
They happen as a gradual process. Yet when you're outside of time, the time 
doesn't matter. When you are in this process, that in your realms will take many 
years, the way you can lend your energies to it is to commit to a greater level of 
connection to living in concert with nature, the planet and that consciousness and 
living in a greater connection with the universal energies, not from the point of 
view of wanting to leave, but from the point of view of bringing them down into the 
human experience and allowing them to do a dance and marble themselves with 
the planetary energies. Then get communicated out to the world through you as 
the vehicle.  
 
This is a beautiful way that you can carry the consciousness of your part during 
this transitional time on the planet. Know that it is an essential part of this 
transitional time to have you as the meeting point, and the point of dissemination 
of these universal and planetary energies. Then the transformation happens 
through the upliftment of all, not individuals disappearing off into other realms, but 
as a collective effort between the planet, the universal energies and all of you 
together as humanity on the planet, blending the energies to help everyone for 
the good of all.  
 
Be Blessed 
 
We are the High Council of Orion.” 
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